
 Art and design Homework  

Optional Projects 

Year 5 – Autumn 2  

Create a colour wheel using everyday household objects or unusual materials e.g, 

use clothes from your wardrobe, bake a cake or cakes/ buns create a 3D 

sculpture. Photograph your outcome and then bring the photograph into school – 

or email it to the school office. 

office@woodhosueacademy.staffs.sch.uk 

 

Year 6 – Spring1 

Create a 3D sweet or chocolate bar of your choice. Choose your media and 

choose the size of your outcome carefully. You can then bring your outcome into 

school  

#getyourcrafton 

  

Year 7 - Spring 1  

Using our current theme and extending into florals should you wish, explore origami. 

What can you create? Explore different paper based folding materials – choose 

carefully. Bring you outcomes into school and share them with your class. 

Top tip  - thin paper will work a treat  

 

 

Year 8 - Autumn 2 

Explore and research pop art. Look particularly at Roy Lichtenstein - he used Ben 

day dots and comic strip style work.  

Create either  

1. A self-portrait in his style 

Or  

2. A comic strip entitled a day in the life at Woodhouse  

#gocolourcrazy #makeitpoptastic  

 

 

Compulsory Homework 

 

Autumn 2  

All years: Complete a word search for the topic covered 

Y5: Colour. Words to use:-Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, Neutral, Contrasting, Mixing, 

Harmonious, Turquoise  - or a colour of your choice 

Y6: Tone and Texture. Words to use:- Light Source, Pattern, Tone, Basic Form, Pencil, 

Direction, Texture, Shading, Gradient, Mark making 

Y7: Day of the Dead. Words to use :- Celebration, tradition, skeleton, colour, sugar 

skull, impact, festival, detail, flowers, offering 

Y8: Shoes: Words to use :- Andrea Joseph, Observation, Media, expressive, Biro, 

inexpensive. Construction, Cross hatching, Intricate  

 

Spring 2  

All years: Create a wordle of self-defined key words for the topic we are covering 

 

Summer 2  

Create a multiple choice quiz on the artist we have studied 

Devise 8 questions  

Y5: Clarice Cliff 

Y6: Sarah Graham 

Y7: William Morris  

Y8: Natalie Spencer 

 

 

 


